JAWS Debris Remover

Description
JAWS is a vehicle debris remover which allows employees to safely remove roadway debris without exiting the truck. The truck is outfitted with a drop down skid plate that is controlled with a joy stick inside the cab of the truck. There is also a camera that automatically activates when the skid plate is lowered. This allows the operator to see the debris or object in the roadway.

Benefit
The JAWS debris remover greatly improves safety by keeping employees out of the roadway to avoid risk of serious injury or death. JAWS also saves time and simplifies work since one employee can operate the truck.

Materials and Labor
80 hours of staff time and $2,900 in materials costs.

For More Information Contact:
Chris Zurn at Charles.Zurn@modot.mo.gov or (816) 985-7483. Additional contact: Marcus Slaughter at Marcus.Slaughter@modot.mo.gov or (816) 985-7466.

Additional information, photos or videos can be seen by accessing the Innovations Challenge SharePoint page at: